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In the two reent papers [1℄ , [2℄ following the earlier ontributions [3℄ and [4℄, respetively, the authors laim
to provide general arguments supporting the idea of fault-tolerant quantum omputations based on quantum error
orretion (QEC) shemes. However, the employed models of environment and the assumptions haraterizing the
qubit-environment oupling allow to deouple the quantum omputer from the environment without any use of
QEC. Remind that the damping rate of a periodi motion of the system with the frequeny ω is given in the Born




e−iωt〈F (t)F 〉bathdt ≥ 0 (1)
orresponding to the standard hoie of the qubit-bath interation σ⊗F . As the main frequeny haraterizing the
omputer is given by the inverse of the time needed to exeute a quantum gate , i.e. ω0 ≃ 1/t0, the average error
per gate sales as
ǫ ≃ t0R(1/t0) . (2)
The model proposed in [1℄ is essentially a linear oupling to a massless bosoni eld, in D-spatial dimension, leading
to the spetral density R(ω) ∼ ωD(at vauum) or ∼ ωD−1(at nite temperatures) with the ultraviolet ut-o:
R(ω) = 0, for |ω| > Λ. We an hoose now one of the two strategies: "slow gates" (t0 → ∞; for D > 1 or D > 2)
or "fast gates" (t0 << Λ
−1) to eliminate the oupling to environment [5℄. Similarly, the basi assumption of the












where ǫ0 << 1 is a ertain xed parameter. Here the ondition (3) implies that lim|ω|→∞R(ω) = 0 and hene we
an use again the "fast gates" strategy. Therefore, the results presented in both papers [1℄,[2℄ an hardly support
the idea of the "threshold theorems" whih should work for the nonsalable, xed error per gate. Here, in all papers
[1℄-[4℄ the "fast gates" assumption is always present in a more or less hidden form.
Physially, assumptions used in both papers are not generi. Beside the damping given by R(ω) ∼ ωD we have
always other mehanisms leading to "pure deoherene" with the rate R(0) > 0 (e.g. sattering proesses desribed
by the quadrati oupling to quantum elds). This allows only for a trade-o yielding ertain minimal error per
gate [6℄. Playing with ultraviolet ut-os is also unphysial. They give only the restritions on the energy regime
where a given model is valid. For energies (frequenies) higher than the ut-o the other models of dissipation
should be invoked. Generially, one expets that the full spetral density R(ω) globally inreases with |ω| as more
and more hannels of the energy exhange beome open.
The interesting feature of the disussed models is the idea of "phase transition" related to the size of the oupling
onstant. Most likely it reets the transition from the weak interation regime, where the system preserves its
identity and the perturbative formula (2) is valid, to the strong oupling regime where the non-perturbative "dressed
system" desription should be used (see e.g. rigorous results for the spin-boson model [7℄).
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